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ABSTRACT 

Four common pure fluids were chosen to elucidate the reliability of reactive force fields in 

estimating bulk properties of selected molecular systems: CH4, H2O, CO2 and H2. The pure 

fluids are not expected to undergo chemical reactions at the conditions chosen for these 

simulations. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF was chosen as reactive force field. In the case of 

water, we also considered the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF model. The results were compared to data 

obtained implementing popular classic force fields. In the gas phase it was found that 

simulations conducted using the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF formalism yield structural properties 

in reasonable good agreement with classic simulations for CO2 and H2, but not for CH4 and 

H2O. In the liquid phase ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations reproduce reasonably well the 

structure obtained from classic simulations for CH4, degrade for CO2 and H2, and are rather 

poor for H2O. In the gas phase the simulation results are compared to experimental second 

virial coefficient data. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations yield second virial coefficients 

that are not sufficiently negative for both CH4 and CO2, and slightly too negative for H2. The 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization induces too strong an effective attraction between 

water molecules, while the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF yields a second virial coefficient for water that 

is in reasonable agreement with experiments. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization 

yields acceptable self-diffusion coefficients for gas-phase properties of CH4, CO2 and H2. In 

the liquid phase the results are good for CO2, while the self-diffusion coefficient predicted for 

liquid CH4 is slower, and that predicted for liquid H2 is about 9 times faster than those 

expected based on classic simulations. The ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF parameterization yields good 

results for both the structure and the diffusion of both bulk liquid and bulk vapour water.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Many classic (non-reactive) force fields have been developed to describe pure fluids and 

sometimes their mixtures. In these approaches chemical bonds are defined at the beginning of 

a simulation and constrained throughout. Each of the successful classic force fields was 

developed to match selected properties. For example, the TraPPE force fields were developed 

with the goal of reproducing vapor-liquid coexistence properties with the objective of 

allowing researchers to ‘transfer’ the force fields to molecules with similar chemistry [1-5]. 

While many thermodynamic and transport properties can be extracted from molecular 

simulations, arguably, the radial distribution function and the self-diffusion coefficients are 

fundamental properties that should be obtained reliably from a simulation. If this were not the 

case, estimating any thermodynamic and transport properties would not be straightforward. 

While generally successful at predicting structural and transport properties of non-reactive 

systems, the classic models cannot describe systems undergoing chemical reactions in a 

molecular dynamics simulation. Reactive force fields have been developed for this purpose. 

The ReaxFF inventory of reactive force fields is attracting particular attention [6-7]. ReaxFF 

potentials provide an atomistic description of chemical reactions by allowing the formation 

and dissociation of chemical bonds. In addition, ReaxFF describes van der Waals and 

Coulombs interactions, thus comprehensively describing physical interactions in molecular 

systems. The force field parameters are typically optimized against a training set obtained 

from quantum mechanical calculations, which are essential for achieving a satisfactory 

description of the reactive events. ReaxFF parameter sets have been developed to accurately 

predict the characteristics and evolution of complex reactive systems such as the oxidation of 

hydrocarbons [8], the catalytic formation of nanotubes [9], surface catalytic chemistry [10-

11], and even electrochemical mechanisms [12-13]. Senftle et al. [6] recently reviewed the 

historical development of the ReaxFF approach. After the initial attempts to study reactive 

systems, now several parameterizations are available. Because we are interested in using the 

ReaxFF formalism to test our recent predictions regarding the effect of confinement on the 

equilibrium composition of the CO2 methanation reaction [14], we are particularly interested 

in the ReaxFF force fields developed to study combustion [8]. This parameterization is 

indicated as ‘combustion’ in what follows. However, we found that to simulate water it is 

preferable to implement the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF parameterization [15], which is indicated as 

‘aqueous’ in what follows. Raju et al. [15] adapted the aqueous parameterization to study 

water adsorption on titania, showing that mixed molecular and dissociative adsorption occurs, 

and suggesting that water molecules in the second adsorbed layer affect the equilibrium 

structure of adsorbed water. This is the parameterisation we implement, even though no 

titania surface is present in our systems. 

Because of the ReaxFF success, attempts have been made to implement it to study structural, 

transport, and reactive properties of a fluid system, all within a single simulation. For 

example, Huang et al. [16] simulated water on various TiO2 surfaces, on which they studied 

the formation of hydrogen bonds, the layering of interfacial water, and the surface reactivity. 

The results demonstrated that TiO2 surfaces display different surface reactivity toward water 

dissociation. However, because the ReaxFF parameters are derived from quantum mechanical 
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calculations, and have the clear objective of describing bond-forming and bond-breaking, one 

might not expect a priory that structural and transport properties are reproduced satisfactorily. 

This should not be surprising. For example, significant deviations are sometimes observed 

among results obtained for the same fluid at the same thermodynamic conditions when 

different classic force fields are implemented. For instance, Aimoli et al. [17] compared the 

ability of seven CO2 models (Cygan, EPM2, Zhang, etc.,) and three CH4 models (TraPPE, 

OPLS, SAFT-) to predict transport properties. Their results show that, e.g., the fully flexible 

models designated as Cygan and TraPPE-flex reproduce transport properties of CO2 with 

accuracy comparable to that obtained with rigid models (Zhang, EPM2, etc.), but 

underestimate some thermodynamic properties. Among the three rigid three-site models 

considered, the one developed by Zhang provides the best representation of CO2. Within the 

models tested to describe CH4, the OPLS model outperformed the single-site TraPPE model 

concerning viscosity and self-diffusion, whereas the single-site model provided the best 

estimation of thermodynamic properties and thermal conductivity. 

Among the ReaxFF applications, Chenoweth et al. [8] derived parameters to describe gas-

phase hydrocarbon oxidation (i.e., combustion). We identify these parameters as 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF in the remainder of this manuscript. The ‘combustion’ parameters were 

developed based on ReaxFF formalism for hydrocarbons [18], and they have been widely 

implemented by others. For instance, Page and Moghtaderi [19] investigated the chemical 

mechanism of low-temperature partial oxidation of methane. He et al. [20] combined 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF and density functional theory to study the intrinsic mechanism of 

methane explosion. They further combined the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations with ab 

initio MD calculations with particular attention to the substantial effect of water addition at 

different reaction stages on gas explosions [21]. Cheng et al. [22] developed an approach to 

accelerate dynamics while describing the chemical reaction rates and mechanisms for large-

scale complex reactions. The promising results of these studies suggest that the ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF is a good candidate to study reactive events related to hydrocarbon compounds. 

The goal of this manuscript is to determine whether the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameters are 

also able to reliably replicate structural and diffusion properties of the pure fluids, when they 

are not undergoing reactions. To test this, we selected four common pure fluids, CH4, H2O, 

CO2 and H2, which are the main components in the reactive systems studied employing 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF. In the case of water, Raju et al. [15] showed that the ‘aqueous’ 

parameterization yields radial distribution function and self-diffusion coefficient for bulk 

liquid water in excellent agreement with experimental data at 298 K. We compare the 

properties predicted by simulations implementing models developed within the ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF against those obtained when classic force fields are implemented instead. The criteria 

used to assess the suitability of the ReaxFF force fields to replicate the bulk properties of the 

pure fluids considered consist in the similarity between the results obtained from the two 

simulations (implementing classic or reactive force fields). When possible, the similarity 

between simulations and correspondent experimental data is also discussed. While data for 

the radial distribution functions for pure liquids are available, and used here, in the gas phase 

we use experimental second virial coefficient data. 
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In the remainder of the manuscript we first provide an overview of the simulation approaches 

implemented, and a summary of the main features of the force fields chosen. We then 

compare the results obtained, in terms of structure and dynamics of pure fluids, in the gas and 

liquid phases. We close with generalized observations.  

METHODS and ALGORITHMS 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

All of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were conducted using the Large-scale 

Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package, version 20160514 [23-

24]. All simulations were conducted at equilibrium conditions for the pure compounds. 

Below we provide details on the force field implemented. It should be noted that in the 

present manuscript the ReaxFF force fields are not trained on DFT datasets. We use 

parameters that were developed by others to study combustions and/or aqueous systems. 

Reactive Force Field - ReaxFF 

The ReaxFF parameterisation uses instantaneous bond orders, calculated from interatomic 

distances, to describe chemical reactivity during the reaction process [18]. The bond orders 

depend on sigma, pi, and double-pi bonds. The corresponding values are updated during the 

solution of the equations of motion at each iteration, which allows for the bonds to 

dynamically dissociate and form. In the ReaxFF formalism, connectivity-dependent 

interactions (e.g., valence and torsion-angles) are bond-order dependent, and energies and 

forces associated to these terms disappear upon bond dissociation. Non-bonded interactions 

(van der Waals and Coulomb) between atom pairs are calculated irrespective of molecular 

connectivity. To prevent excessive repulsions, the force field shields non-bonded interactions 

at short distances. A distance-corrected Morse potential is employed to describe van der 

Waals interactions and the Electron Equilibration Method (EEM) is implemented to describe 

electrostatic interactions. The total ReaxFF potential energy, Esystem, is given by: 

 Esystem = Ebond + Eval + Etors + Eover + Eunder + Elp + Evdwaals + Ecoulomb        (1) 

The contributions to Esystem include bond energies (Ebond), valence angle energies (Eval), 

torsion-angle energies (Etors), energy contributions to penalize both over-coordination and 

(optionally) stabilize under-coordination of atoms (Eover and Eunder), lone-pair energies (Elp), 

and non-bonded van der Waals (EvdWaals) and Coulomb (Ecoulomb) interaction terms. 

Although the conditions chosen for the simulated systems are such that no chemical reaction 

is expected to take place for CH4, CO2, H2 and gaseous H2O, in liquid water proton transfer 

can occur. Both ‘combustion’ and ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF models yield a system composition in 

which H3O
+ molecules are ~ 0.5 % of the H2O molecules. Several other species are also 

identified in these simulations, with a combined concentration of up to 8% of the water 

molecules in the simulations.  
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Classic Force Fields – TraPPE, OPLS, EPM2, Zhang, SPC, SPC/E, Frost 

Several non-reactive force fields were implemented for comparison. The total potential 

energy in these simulations is determined by the sum of energy terms including short-range 

pairwise interactions, Coulombic long-range interactions, bond stretch, and angle bending 

terms [25]. The dispersive interactions are described using Lennard-Jones – type potentials. 

Whereas the ReaxFF uses all-atom structures to simulate various compounds, conventional 

force fields use molecular models with different morphologies and number of sites. We 

selected a few force fields to perform our comparison. The parameters of various non-

reactive force fields used to conduct simulations are summarised in Table 1.  

A large number of models have been proposed to calculate thermodynamic properties for 

methane and carbon dioxide in an extended range of state conditions. Based on the results 

reported by Aimoli et al. [17], we chose the TraPPE single-site model [1] and the fully 

flexible five-site OPLS model [26] for CH4 simulations. We implemented the rigid three-site 

models EPM2 [27], TraPPE [28], and the model proposed by Zhang [29] for CO2 

simulations. 

Many models have been proposed for water [30-35]. Most water models were designed to 

account for a set of selected properties. Vega et al. [36] reported the TIP4P/ice model yields 

the best description for densities of all ice phases whereas SPC/E, TIP4P, TIP4P/Ew and 

TIP5P models overestimate experimental ice densities. These authors also reported that 

TIP4P model reproduces the phase diagram of water better than SPC/E and TIP5P models. 

Vega et al. [37] compared several water models (TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P and TIP4P/2005) to 

assess their ability to predict ten different water properties (vapor-liquid equilibrium, critical 

temperature, surface tension, etc.). They concluded that the TIP5P/2005 is the model that best 

reproduces experimental data, except for the dielectric constant. While the TIP5P model does 

not seem adequate to describe reliably the water phase diagram, critical point, density of ices 

and water behavior at high pressure, it does predict the melting point, the dielectric constant, 

diffusivity and the maximum in the density of liquid water at room pressure better than the 

TIP4P model. The rigid nonpolarizable SPC/E model for water [32] was proposed to 

reproduce reliably the radial distribution function of bulk liquid water at 298 K as obtained 

by Soper et al. [38] using neutron scattering. Because we have used SPC/E in many of our 

prior publications, and because it yields an excellent structure for liquid water, we chose this 

model to simulate water in the present manuscript. The SPC/E model also provides 

acceptable estimates for the internal energy, the density and the diffusivity for water at 

ambient conditions [39]. The SPC rigid model [30] was chosen to simulate gas-phase water, 

because it reproduces the thermodynamic properties of supercritical water [40-41]. 

A wide variety of classic force fields are available to describe hydrogen [42-47]. In this work, 

the model reported by Frost et al. [47] was implemented. In this model the Lennard-Jones 

parameters for the hydrogen molecule are extracted from experimental data [48]. This model 

consists of a LJ neutral sphere, which is computationally efficient. 
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TABLE 1. Force field parameters implemented in the classic simulations described in this 

manuscript. Dispersive interactions are described by 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials, 

while electrostatic interactions are described by Coulombic potentials. 

Force field Site σ(nm) ε(kJ/mol)   q (e) 

TraPPE-UA [1] CH4 0.3730 1.23054   0 

OPLS [26] C 0.3500 0.27614 0.24 

 H 0.2500 0.12552   0.06 

EPM2 [27] C 0.2757 0.23388   0.6512 

 O 0.3033 0.66937 0.3256 

TraPPE-CO2 [28] C 0.2800 0.22449   0.70 

 O 0.3050 0.65684 0.35 

Zhang [29] C 0.27918 0.23983   0.5888 

 O 0.3000 0.68724 0.2944 

SPC/E [32] O 0.3166 0.65020 0.8476 

 H 0.0000 0.00000   0.4238 

SPC [30] O 0.3166 0.65020 0.8200 

 H 0.0000 0.00000   0.4100 

Frost et al. [47]  H2 0.2958 0.30764   0 

           

 

 

Algorithms 

The simulations are conducted within the canonical ensemble (constant number of molecules, 

constant volume and constant temperature), unless otherwise specified. Transport and 

structural features are determined following the Einstein relation [49] for the self-diffusion 

coefficients, and radial distribution functions for structural properties, respectively. In the gas 

phase, we extracted the second virial coefficients from the radial distribution functions 

obtained for the pure compounds [50]. Experimental second virial coefficients are available. 

All simulations using single-site, flexible and rigid models were performed implementing the 

Nosé-Hoover thermostat with a fixed temperature-damping factor of 100 fs. The velocity-

Verlet algorithm was used to integrate all molecular dynamics equations of motion. Each 

simulation was performed within periodic boundary conditions in a cubic box. 

The temperatures, number of molecules, density and time steps used in the simulations are 

given in Table 2.  The force field parameters implemented here for the various non-reactive 

simulations are reported in Table 3. In the case of ReaxFF simulations, several parameters are 

necessary to describe bond length and bond angle, as for example corrections due to bond 

order and hybridization are included. These parameters are not reported here for brevity. Note 

that the time step implemented was different for each simulation. We ensured that the time 

step was adequate for the ReaxFF simulations, and we then employed the same time step in 

the corresponding non-reactive simulations. The cutoff distance of interatomic interactions 

for all simulations using classic force fields was fixed at 14 Å. The particle mesh Ewald 

(PME) [51] method was used to treat the long-range Columbic interactions. The Lorentz-
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Berthelot mixing rule is applied to determine the Lennard-Jones parameters for unlike 

interaction from values of like components [52].   

We used a 0.3 bond order cutoff for simulations implementing ‘combustion’ ReaxFF. The 

system temperature, total energy and structural properties oscillated around a constant value 

after 5 ns and 10 ns for liquid- and gas-phase simulations, respectively. These lengths of 

simulations (5 and 10 ns) were therefore considered adequate equilibration periods. For 

comparison, when water was simulated on titania using the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

parameterization, 0.1 ns were considered sufficient to equilibrate the systems [15]. After 

equilibration, a production run of 1 ns was conducted here to obtain averages for data 

analysis. During the production phase all atomic coordinates were recorded very 100 time 

steps. 

TABLE 2. Thermodynamic conditions, number of molecules simulated, density and time 

step for each of the system investigated in this work. 

Fluid Pc 

(MPa)  

Tc  

(K) 
c 

(g/l) 

Temperature 

(K) 

Molecules 

simulated 

Density 

(g/l) 

Time 

step (fs) 

CH4 4.5992a 190.55a 162.6a  150 440 449  0.25 

    298 216 0.66 0.1 

CO2 7.38b  304.18b 468b  240 400 1,089 0.5 

    273 500 1,105 0.5 

    298 100 1.8 0.1 

H2O 22.064c 647.14c 322c  298 550 1,000 0.25 

    298 421 1,440 0.25 

    500 100 2.2 0.1 

H2 1.3d 33.2d 31.3d  15.2 500 76 0.1 

    77.5 100 0.3 0.1 

Tc, Pc and c are experimental critical temperature, pressure and density, respectively. 

aRef. [53]; bRef. [54]; cRef. [55]; dRef. [56] 

 

TABLE 3. Force fields parameters (bond lengths and angles) for the non-reactive force fields 

as implemented in this work. 

Model 
Bond length, Å  Angle, deg 

CH C=O OH HH  HCH O=C=O HOH 

TraPPE  1.161     180  

Zhang  1.163     180  

EPM2  1.149     180  

OPLS 1.09     107.8   

SPC/E   1.0     109.47 

SPC   1.0     109.47 
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RESULTS 

Structure 

Intermolecular pair correlation functions were obtained for CH4, CO2, H2 and H2O at liquid 

and gaseous conditions. The data obtained from the ReaxFF simulations are compared 

against those obtained, at the same thermodynamic conditions, using well-known classic non-

reactive models. Below is a summary of our findings, which is followed by an analysis of the 

second virial coefficients obtained from our simulations in the gas phase. 

Methane. The radial distribution functions, gCC, gCH, and gHH are shown in Figure 1. Note that 

the TraPPE force field does not distinguish the H atoms of CH4, and therefore gCH and gHH 

cannot be computed for this model. The pair distribution functions are compared to those 

considered by Stassen as representative of experimental data [57]. It should be noted that 

Stassen conducted classic molecular dynamics simulations for liquid methane, although he 

employed parameters extracted from reverse Monte Carlo to reproduce neutron diffraction 

data for dense CD4 [58]. Considering liquid methane at 150 K [Fig. 1 (a-c)], the results show 

that implementing the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields peaks at shorter distances compared to 

what is predicted by the TraPPE and OPLS models, and also compared to experimental data. 

In addition, the heights of peaks obtained with ‘combustion’ ReaxFF are relatively similar to 

the corresponding ones obtained using OPLS.  

The main features of gCC(r) are listed in Table 4 for all models. Although not shown in Fig. 

1a, the peak positions and heights of an experimental gCC(r) are included in Table 4. The 

gCC(r) obtained for dense fluid methane [59] implementing the site-site exponential-6 model 

proposed by Williams [60] is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The exponential-6 potential of Williams 

has been demonstrated to be a good model for predicting the structure of liquid methane [58]. 

The first minimum in gCC for ‘combustion’ ReaxFF appears at ~ 5.5 Å, which is shifted by 

~0.20.3 Å towards smaller distances than all the models as well as experiment. The number 

of neighbours, as estimated by the equation 𝑛 = 4𝜋 ∫ 𝑟
𝑟𝑚

0

2
𝑔(𝑟)𝜌𝑑𝑟, where rm is the first 

minimum of gCC(r), is 11.8 for ‘combustion’ ReaxFF compared to ~ 13 from both OPLS and 

TraPPE simulations and ~12.3 Å from Williams model and experiment 

The site-site pair distribution functions gCH(r) for ‘experimental potential’, ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF, and OPLS model shown in Fig. 1b suggest that the first peak contains two maxima 

separated by the first minima. Although the shapes of gCC (Fig. 1a) and gCH peaks (Fig. 1b) 

are in close agreement among all the force fields, ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields a slightly 

different structure for gHH as compared to OPLS (Fig. 1c). In particular, a shoulder following 

the first peak is well formed from ‘combustion’ ReaxFF and experimental potential, but it is 

absent from the OPLS model results.  

The observed differences are much more pronounced in the gas phase, which are illustrated 

in Fig. 1 (d-f). The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF peaks are shifted to shorter distances compared to 

data obtained from either TraPPE or OPLS models. In general, the magnitude of the gCC, gCH 

and gHH peaks observed with ‘combustion’ ReaxFF is larger than that of the equivalent peaks 
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obtained implementing the OPLS model, and smaller than that of the TraPPE model (TraPPE 

simulations are only available for gCC). Moreover, there is a small hump at around 3.7 Å in 

ReaxFF gCH (r), which is absent in the OPLS dataset. Unfortunately, we could not find 

experimental data to directly compare the simulation results for gaseous CH4 at the 

conditions chosen here. 

 

TABLE 4. Maxima and minima positions and heights of the carbon-carbon pair distribution 

functions gCC(r) of liquid methane with the investigated potential models. Corresponding 

plots are shown in Fig. 1a. 

Model 1st Max 1st Min 2nd Max 2nd Min 3rd Max 

‘Combustion’ ReaxFF 3.9/2.17 5.5/0.70 7.4/1.15 9.1/0.91 10.8/1.04 

OPLS 4.0/2.30 5.7/0.67 7.6/1.18 9.3/0.90 11.0/1.05 

TraPPE 4.0/2.84 5.7/0.60 7.7/1.26 9.3/0.84 11.0/1.09 

Exp-6a 4.1/2.35 5.8/0.63 7.7/1.17 9.5/0.85 11.3/1.05 

Expb 4.1/2.13 5.8/0.65 7.9/1.13 9.5/0.87  

            aThe simulation results for the exponential-6 model were taken from Table 3 (model 

H) from Stassen [57]. 

            bData from Stassen [57], as obtained from a potential model adjusted to reproduce 

experimental neutron diffraction data for CD4.  
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Figure 1. Site-site radial distribution functions for CH4 at 150 K and  = 449 g/l (a, b and c), 

and at 298 K and  = 0.66 g/l (d, e and f). Note that the TraPPE force field is united atom, 

and as such it does not differentiate the H atoms in CH4.  
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Figure 2. Site-site radial distribution functions (a, b and c) and neutron weighted radial 

distribution functions for CO2 at 240 K and  = 1,089 g/l. 

 

Carbon dioxide. Radial distribution functions obtained for CO2 are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 

3. The results for liquid CO2 (Fig. 2) show that the gCC(r) peaks from ‘combustion’ ReaxFF 

simulations are shifted to slightly larger distances by about 0.2 Å compared to data obtained 

implementing classical force fields. The height of the first ‘combustion’ ReaxFF peak is 

lower, whereas the second and the third peaks are similar to those obtained by implementing 

the Zhang, EPM2 and TraPPE force fields. The number of molecules within the first-

neighbour shell is ~ 13 for ‘combustion’ ReaxFF, as opposed to ~ 12 for the other three 

classic force fields. 

Data for gCO(r) are considerably different when ‘combustion’ ReaxFF is compared to the 

classical force fields wherein the first ‘combustion’ ReaxFF gCO(r) peak is a singlet, whereas 

the classic force fields yield a peak at ~ 3.2 Å as well as one at ~4.1 Å. Also note that 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields a second gCO(r) peak weaker and shifted to slightly larger 

distances compared to that computed using classical force fields. Regarding gOO(r), 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields a somewhat broader first peak and shifted to slightly larger 

distances than the corresponding classical simulations results. It should also be noted that the 

local structure beyond the first peak is missing in the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF gOO(r). 

To compare the simulated liquid structure of CO2 against experiments, the sum of three radial 

distribution functions as neutron-weighted distribution function gm(r) was computed [61]: 
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gm(r) = 0.403gOO(r) + 0.464gCO(r) + 0.133gCC(r)                                              (2) 

As shown in Fig. 2d, a split of the first peak is observed in the neutron-weighted distribution 

function obtained from classical models, which qualitatively reproduces the experimental 

data. This feature almost disappears from the simulation data extracted from the reactive 

simulations conducted with the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameters.  

 

Figure 3. Site-site radial distribution functions for CO2 at 298 K and  = 1.8 g/l. 
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The characteristics of the site-site pair distribution functions for gaseous CO2 at 298 K are 

displayed in Fig. 3. All the gCC(r) from classical models produce a single peak at ~4.2 Å. The 

single peak obtained from the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations has lower intensity and is 

shifted by about 0.5 Å to longer distances. The gCO peak obtained from ‘combustion’ ReaxFF 

appears at larger distances and it is broader than the equivalent peaks obtained implementing 

TraPPE, Zhang and EPM2 models. With respect to gOO(r), the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields 

two broad peaks at 4.2 Å and 5.8 Å, which differ in both intensity and location compared 

with the two correspondent peaks predicted by classic models. 

Water. We observed an unrealistic phase separation when implementing ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF to simulate liquid water at ambient conditions. Therefore, we concluded that the 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization is not adequate to simulate liquid water at ambient 

conditions, at least without further training of the parameters. Additional simulations were 

conducted under the NPT ensemble to determine the density of liquid water at ambient 

conditions according to the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF force field. In these simulations 

temperature and pressure were controlled by implementing the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and 

barostat, respectively. The density of ~1400 g/l was obtained, and used for subsequent 

simulations for liquid water within the NVT ensemble even though this density is clearly 

unrealistic. The structure of liquid water estimated using ‘combustion’ ReaxFF was then 

compared to that obtained from classic simulations that implement the SPC/E model. The 

results are presented below for completeness. 

In Fig. 4 we show gOO, gOH and gHH radial distribution functions determined from 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations and SPC/E or SPC (liquid and gaseous water, 

respectively). The shapes and peak positions of all intermolecular pair correlation functions 

from ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations are quite different compared to those predicted by the 

classical force fields, which is in part due to the higher density at which some of these 

simulations were conducted compared to that expected for bulk liquid water. We conclude 

that the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF is not appropriate for predicting the structural properties of 

liquid water. Even the gas-phase simulations showed significant aggregation of water when 

the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF model was implemented, which yields very pronounced peaks in 

the radial distribution functions considered.  

As described by Senftle et al. [6], the combustion parameterisation was developed to study 

hydrocarbon oxidation, while the aqueous parameterization was developed to study aqueous 

systems. We refer here to the latter ReaxFF parameterization as ‘aqueous’, and we implement 

the parameters developed by Monti et al. [62] The results from the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

parameterisation are in excellent agreement with those obtained from the classical force fields 

for both liquid and gaseous phases. They are also in reasonable agreement with experimental 

data, as shown in Fig. 4. Considering liquid water, both SPC/E model and ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

yield almost the same positions and magnitudes for the first and the third peaks in gOO(r), 

both of which are in good agreement with experiments. The second peak for ‘aqueous’ 

ReaxFF is shifted by about 0.2 Å towards smaller distance compared to data obtained from 

both SPC/E simulations and experiment. 
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The results for gOH(r) are related to the structure of the hydrogen bond network formed by 

neighbouring water molecules. The first peak from both SPC/E and ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

simulations for liquid water appears at ~ 1.8 Å, and the second peak appears at ~ 3.3 Å for 

both ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF and SPC/E simulations. The positions and most of the magnitudes of 

all the gOH peaks obtained from both ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF and SPC/E simulations are in 

agreement with experimental gOH peaks. A pronounced difference is however found in the 

magnitude of the first peak. Integrating the radial distribution functions, we calculated that 

approximately 2 hydrogen atoms are found at a distance lower than ~2.4 Å from each oxygen 

atom for both SPC/E and ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF simulations. 

Two well-defined peaks in gHH(r) are found at ~ 2.4 Å and 3.8 Å for both ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

and SPC/E simulations that are in reasonable agreement with experiments, further suggesting 

that the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF is suitable for describing the structure of liquid water.  

Regarding water vapour, our simulation results, Fig. 3(d, e, f), further confirm that the 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization is inadequate. On the other hand, our results suggest 

that the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF parameterization is in good agreement with SPC model. Peak 

positions and heights of the gOO(r) obtained from both ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF and SPC 

simulations are similar.  The gHH(r) and gOH(r) have almost identical peak positions for both 

force fields, albeit ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF simulations yield smaller intensities than classic 

simulations implementing the SPC model. 
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Figure 4. Site-site radial distribution functions for H2O at 298 K (a, b and c), and at 500 K (d, 

e and f). The density for ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations in panels a, b and c is of 1,440 g/l, 

and of 2.2 g/l in panels d, e and f. All other thermodynamic conditions are reported in Table 

2. Neutron diffraction experimental data from Soper et al. [38] are also shown. 

 

To investigate the reason why the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterisation fails in describing 

the structure of water, the simulation results were analysed at various run times (see Fig. 5). 

The first important observation is that the structure of water evolves during this analysis, 

hence equilibrium is not yet reached. This is perhaps not surprising, since these simulations 

are only 90 ps long, but it should be made clear to avoid confusion. It was found that 

although gOO(r) maintains the same shape over time (Fig. 5(a-c)), gOH(r) and gHH(r) change 

over time. As seen in Fig. 5(d-f), gOH(r) displays two well-defined peaks, one at 2.1 Å and 
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one at 3.6 Å, after 20 ps. The two peaks gradually vanish after 40 ps, and merge after 90 ps. 

Similarly, during the initial 20 ps, gHH (Fig. 4(g-i)) yields two peaks (at 3.0 Å and at 4.1 Å). 

The second of these peaks is strongly reduced as the simulations progress. Although the 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF seems able to yield a reasonable gas-phase water structure at short 

simulation times before equilibrium is achieved, after ~ 90 ps water molecules condense 

yielding a large cluster. This suggests that the attraction between ‘combustion’ ReaxFF water 

molecules in the gas phase is too strong.  

 

Figure 5. Site-site radial distribution functions of gas-phase water molecules as a function of 

time: gOO(r) (a-c), gOH(r) (d-f), and gHH(r) (g-i). 

 

Hydrogen. In the case of H2, the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterisation describes both 

atoms, while the classical force field is a united-atom approach. To compare the data, we 

consider the centre of mass of H2, and we compute the resultant gH2-H2 with the results shown 

in Fig. 6. Regarding liquid H2, the first peak position (~ 3.2 Å) is quite similar in both 

models, but ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields second, third and fourth peak positions at shorter 
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distances and greater intensities compared to the non-reactive simulations. The number of H2 

first neighbours within the first minimum in the pair correlation function (at 4.4 Å) is ~ 8 for 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF. Classical simulations yield instead ~ 9. 

For comparison purposes, in lieu of experimental data for hydrogen, we used radial 

distribution functions of liquid ‘para-hydrogen’ as obtained from correlated density-matrix 

(CDM) theory [63] and the path-integral-centroid-molecular-dynamics (PICMD) approach 

[64]. These theoretical results are often considered as reference data for hydrogen. Our results 

show a large difference in peaks positions and heights between both ‘combustion’ ReaxFF 

and classic simulations predictions and CDM or PICMD data for liquid hydrogen. It should 

be pointed out, however, that the Frost model was derived to study the gas phase of 

hydrogen, but it neglects quantum effects. It is likely that the difference between simulation 

results achieved when the Frost model or the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF models are implemented 

as opposed to predictions from the CDM or PICMD models are due to the fact that both 

CDM and PICMD methods incorporate quantum effects. 

Both classical and reactive force fields exhibit a similar peak position at ~ 3.4 Å in the gas 

phase. However, the single peak predicted from ‘combustion’ ReaxFF is slightly higher and 

broader than when implementing the model described by Frost et al. [47] No difference is 

detected between the two force fields at distances larger than 6 Å. 

 

 

Figure 6. Site-site radial distribution functions for H2 at 15.2 K and  = 76 g/l (a) and at 77.5 

K and  = 0.3 g/l (b). The result of CDM theory reported by Lindenau et al. [63] was 

computed for liquid ‘para-hydrogen’ at 16 K and =0.021 Å-3.  

 

Second Virial Coefficients 

While it is problematic to directly compare the simulated radial distribution functions in the 

gas phase to experimental data, experimental data are available for the second virial 

coefficient, B2, which is a fundamental thermodynamic quantity. Several approaches can be 
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employed to calculate B2 for either pure compounds or mixtures. The Mayer sampling 

method, based on free energy perturbation approaches [65], was implemented to calculate 

virial coefficients for a variety of potentials [66-67]. B2 for small alkanes and inert gases can 

be extracted from the simulated pair correlation functions [68-69] or from analytic equations 

of state [70-71].  Here we integrate the radial distribution functions [50]: 

B2(T) = −2π∫ r2[g(r) − 1]dr
∞

0
                         (3) 

In Eq. (3) r is the distance between the centres of mass of two molecules and g(r) is the radial 

distribution function. The second virial coefficients obtained from our simulations, as well as 

the corresponding experimental values, are reported in Table 5. In all cases, the results from 

ReaxFF simulations differ from those obtained using non-reactive force fields. 

In the case of methane, the results suggest that the TraPPE force field yields too strong 

effective attractions compared to experimental observations (the more negative B2 is, the 

more attractive the effective interactions are), while the OPLS force field is not attractive 

enough. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameters yield an effective interaction between CH4 

molecules that is also too attractive compared to experiments. It is concluded that a realistic 

gCC would be in between that obtained for the OPLS and that obtained for the ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF simulations. 

In the case of CO2, none of the simulation results are consistent with the experimental data. 

The TraPPE force fields are those that yield data in closest agreement with experiments, 

while all the others, including the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF, do not yield sufficiently attractive 

interactions between CO2 molecules in the gas phase. 

In the case of water, the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameters yield an unrealistically strong 

attraction, as already discussed in Figure 5. The ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF simulations yield a B2 that 

is in closer agreement with experimental data than the SPC non-reactive simulations, 

although all simulations predict an effective attraction that is too strong compared to 

experiments. 

In the case of hydrogen, both non-reactive and ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations yield B2 

data that are slightly too attractive, yet in reasonable agreement with experimental data. 
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TABLE 5. Second virial coefficients for gas-phase molecules estimated from our 

simulations. For comparison, experimental data are also reported.  

Molecule Temperature (K) Force field 
Second virial coefficient (cm3/mol) 

This study Experiment 

CH4 

 

298 

 

TraPPE 115 ± 14  

OPLS 20 ± 6 43.25a 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 75 ± 5  

CO2 

 

298 

 

TraPPE 100 ± 20  

Zhang 56 ± 17 
121.8b 

EPM2 70 ± 19 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 16 ± 5  

H2O 

 

500 

 

SPC 390 ± 45 

171.97c ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 235 ± 32 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 5600 ± 50 

H2 77.5 
Frost 13 ± 6 

11.1d 
‘combustion’ ReaxFF 25 ± 7 

aRef. [72]; bRef. [73]; cRef. [74]; dEstimated from Ref. [75] 

 

 

Self-Diffusion Coefficients 

The self-diffusion coefficients were calculated from the mean square displacements by 

implementing the Einstein equation [49]: 

lim
t→∞

〈|ri(t
′ + t) − ri(t

′)|2〉 = 6DSt                (4) 

In Eq. (4), ri(t) and ri(t’) are the positions of molecule i at time t and at the time origin t’, 

respectively. In these calculations, after the systems are equilibrated, the simulations are 

conducted for up to 2 ns. The mean square displacements are calculated from at least 5, and 

sometimes above 10 origins, separated by at least 200 ps but no more than 500 ps. The 

molecular simulation results of self-diffusion coefficients for all models are compiled in 

Table 6, where we also provide experimental data for comparison. It should be remembered 

that the simulation box size has a strong effect on simulated self-diffusion coefficients. For 

example, Yeh and Hummer simulated water and a simple Lennard-Jones fluid [76]. They 

found that the self-diffusion coefficient increases with the size of the simulation box. They 

proposed an analytical correction, proportional to N-1/3, where N is the number of molecules 

in the system, to extrapolate the simulation results to the thermodynamic limit. Because of 

computing-power limitations, we quantified system-size effects only for liquid CO2 at 273 K. 

When the number of molecules was increased from 500 to 1,000, and 1,500, the self-

diffusion coefficient obtained with the TraPPE force field was found to increase from 8.39 to 

8.63, to 8.82 Å2/fs, respectively. When the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF force field was 

implemented, the self-diffusion coefficient increased from 7.44 to 7.54, to 7.88 10-4 Å2/fs, 
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respectively. Note that the correspondent simulation box size increased from 32.1x32.1x32.1 

Å3, to 40.4x40.4x40.4 Å3, to 46.3x46.3x46.3 Å3, respectively. These self-diffusion 

coefficients, calculated from both ReaxFF and TraPPE models, are shown in Figure 7 as a 

function of the inverse box size (1/L). The data are fitted using a straight line and used to 

extrapolate the CO2 self-diffusion coefficient at infinite box size.  These results confirm that 

DS increases with the box size for all systems considered. Quantifying for all systems 

considered here the thermodynamic limit for DS is beyond the scopes of the present 

manuscript. Because somewhat similar system size effects are observed for both classic and 

reactive force fields, such effects do not affect the conclusions of this manuscript. 

 

Figure 7. Diffusion coefficient of liquid CO2 as a function of the inverse box size 1/L. 

Symbols are simulation data, continuous lines are fits to the data and extrapolations to the 

infinite box size. The Error bars are obtained as one standard deviation from the mean of at 

least 3 simulation runs. The dotted lines highlight the uncertainty in these extrapolations. 

 

Implementing ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields self-diffusion coefficients for CO2 in both liquid 

and gaseous phases that are in reasonable agreement with the non-reactive force field, and 

also with available experimental data. ‘Combustion’ ReaxFF yields reasonable self-diffusion 

coefficients for gaseous CH4 and H2, while it yields self-diffusion coefficients for liquid CH4 

twice as fast as the values predicted by the non-reactive simulations, and for liquid H2 about 9 

times slower than the values predicted by the non-reactive simulations. In the case of water, 

we report in Table 6 results obtained using both ‘combustion’ and ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

parameterisations. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF version under-predicts the self-diffusion 

coefficient of both vapour and liquid water (by a factor of ~1500 and ~5, respectively), 

compared to classical force fields, while the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF version provides excellent 

predictions for the self-diffusion coefficient of liquid water and gaseous water. Raju et al. 

[15] reported that the self-diffusion coefficient of bulk liquid water at 298 K is ~2.11 10-4 

Å2/fs, which is in reasonable agreement with our results, as well as with experiments [77-78]. 
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TABLE 6. Self-diffusion coefficients as predicted by all models implemented in this work. 

For comparison, experimental data are also reported. 

Molecule 
Temperature 

(K) 
Force field 

Self-diffusion coefficient  

This study  Experiment Unit 

CH4 

 

150 

 

TraPPE 4.40 ± 0.13   

OPLS 6.15 ± 0.11 6.06a 10-4 Å2/fs 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 9.39 ± 0.24   

 

298 

 

TraPPE 2.46 ± 0.12   

OPLS 2.02 ± 0.02  2.34b Å2/fs 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 1.93 ± 0.02    

CO2 

 

273 

 

TraPPE 8.39 ± 0.15   

Zhang 9.57 ± 0.32 
8.42c 10-4 Å2/fs 

EPM2 9.13 ± 0.27 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 7.44 ± 0.12   

 

298 

 

TraPPE 1.32 ± 0.13   

Zhang 1.24 ± 0.18 
1.13b  

EPM2 1.35 ± 0.11 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 1.20 ± 0.07   

H2O 

 

298 

 

SPC/E  2.40 ± 0.17    

‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 2.39 ± 0.05 2.30d 10-4 Å2/fs 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 0.52 ± 0.04   

 

500 

 

SPC 1.01 ± 0.02 

- Å2/fs 
‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 1.04 ± 0.05 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 
0.66 ± 0.08 

(10-3) 

H2 

15.2 

 

Frost 3.88 ± 0.07 
4.50e 10-4 Å2/fs 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF 0.41 ± 0.05 

77.5 
Frost   1.38 ± 0.14 

1.33f Å2/fs 
‘combustion’ ReaxFF   1.29 ± 0.02 

aRef. [79]. bRef. [80]. cRef. [81]. dRef. [77]. eEstimated from Ref. [82]. fRef. [83].  

 

DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we calculated structural and dynamic properties of four common pure fluids by 

conducting equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations implementing the reactive and non-

reactive force fields. The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF was considered, as well as several classical 

non-reactive force fields widely used to study fluids. The comparison is limited to radial 

distribution functions, which are related to the ability of a model to predict configurational 

thermodynamic properties of a fluid, and self-diffusion coefficients, which are related to the 

ability of a model to predict transport properties for a fluid. We observed several results in 

agreement, but also significant differences among the predictions when reactive and non-

reactive force fields are implemented. In the liquid phase, experimental data, when available, 

are in good agreement with the classic simulations, suggesting that the classic models could 
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be good approximations for the properties of pure fluids. For liquid hydrogen, however, 

neither classical nor ReaxFF simulations reproduce the expected structure. In the gas phase, 

the second virial coefficient was used to assess the ability of the simulations to reproduce 

experimental data. Experimental data are indeed available for the second virial coefficient of 

gases, and this quantity can be readily calculated from radial distribution function datasets.  

It can be seen from the site-site correlation functions for CH4 molecules in Fig. 1, that the 

configuration of liquid molecules within the first solvation shell predicted by the 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF calculation is similar to that predicted by TraPPE and OPLS models. 

Meanwhile, a significant variation is observed between ‘combustion’ ReaxFF and OPLS 

results for CH4 in the gas phase. Comparing the predicted second virial coefficients to 

experimental data, we conclude that a realistic gCC should be in between that obtained from 

the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF and that obtained from the OPLS non-reactive simulations. All the 

results for the radial distribution function for liquid methane show a small shift towards 

shorter distances. A similar trend was also found for gas-phase molecules. The ‘combustion’ 

ReaxFF simulations yield a greater self-diffusion coefficient for liquid CH4 compared to both 

OPLS and TraPPE models as well as to experimental data.  The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF gas-

phase self-diffusion coefficient CH4 is slightly smaller than that obtained from TraPPE 

simulations and that measured experimentally, but it is consistent with OPSL model 

simulations. Thus, we conclude that the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields acceptable values for 

the diffusivity of pure CH4 in vapour phases. 

The pair correlation functions shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 suggest that ‘combustion’ ReaxFF 

simulations are in slightly better agreement with classic simulations regarding the spatial 

arrangement of gas-phase CO2 molecules rather than that of liquid-phase ones.  However, the 

results for the second virial coefficients suggest that none of the force fields implemented 

yield a sufficiently attractive effective interaction between the CO2 molecules in the gas 

phase. In all cases, it was found that ‘combustion’ ReaxFF calculations yield peak positions 

shifted to slightly longer distances compared to the respective classical simulations. It was 

also found that the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations yield transport properties (i.e., self-

diffusion coefficients) for both liquid and gaseous CO2 that are in reasonable agreement with 

classical simulations as well as with experiments.  

The ‘combustion’ ReaxFF simulations yield structures for pure H2 that are in reasonable 

agreement with classical simulations, albeit the agreement is better for the gaseous phase 

compared to liquid H2. In fact, the classic model employed here was derived to study gaseous 

hydrogen. In the liquid phase both ‘combustion’ ReaxFF and classical simulations yield 

radial distribution functions that differ substantially compared to theoretical predictions from 

the literature, most likely because quantum effects are not considered either in the Frost 

model or in the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF model. The results for the self-diffusion coefficients 

show that ‘combustion’ ReaxFF predictions are reasonable for the gaseous phase, but rather 

poor for the liquid phase. 
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Figure 8. Probability density distribution for the angle for molecules studied using 

‘combustion’ ReaxFF, ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF and OPLS model: CH4 (a) H2O (b) and CO2 (c). 

Solid and dashed lines represent molecules in liquid and gas phase, respectively. 

 

To explain the differences just summarized between ‘combustion’ ReaxFF and classical 

simulations we first consider the bond length and bond angle parameters as implemented in 

the various force fields. It is worth pointing out that all classical force field models 

considered, except OPLS, are rigid, while in ReaxFF simulations both bond lengths and 

angles can vary during a simulation. In Figure 8 we quantify the probability density 

distribution of the H-C-H angle in CH4, the H-O-H angle in H2O, and the O-C-O angle in 

CO2 as obtained for ReaxFF simulations and OPLS simulations. The results show that, 

compared to the expected geometries of the simulated molecules, ‘combustion’ ReaxFF 

simulations predict smaller O-C-O angles in CO2 (178.5o for both the liquid and the gas), 

similar angles for CH4 (109.5o for both liquid and gas) and larger angles for H2O (109.5o in 

the gas phase and 115.5o in the liquid phase). Perhaps these differences explain the ability, or 

lack thereof, of the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization to estimate structure and 

dynamics of the pure fluids considered here. 

Regarding water, our results show that the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF yields unrealistic 

predictions for the properties of bulk water, both in the liquid and in the vapour phases. 

However, the ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF parameterization yields a structure for pure water that is in 

very good agreement with that predicted by classical force fields, and self-diffusion 

coefficients that are also in very good agreement with classical simulations. The ReaxFF 
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parameter sets are classified into two major groups (i.e., the ReaxFF branches), intra-

transferable with one another: the combustion versus the aqueous branch. The O/H 

parameters proposed by these two data sets differ significantly because the combustion 

branch focuses on accurately describing water as a gas-phase molecule, while the aqueous 

branch focuses on reproducing aqueous chemistry. ‘Combustion’ ReaxFF was originally 

developed for applications at temperatures above the water boiling point, where combustion 

reactions typically occur. On the other hand, the O/H parameters from ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

were developed to describe liquid water, thus explaining the success of ‘aqueous’ ReaxFF 

simulations in reproducing SPC/E simulation results. It is somewhat unexpected that, based 

on our simulation results, the ‘combustion’ ReaxFF parameterization yields poor predictions 

for structure and diffusion of water even in the gaseous phase. As shown in Figure 5 this is 

may be due to water association, suggesting that the temperature is still too low for 

’combustion’ ReaxFF simulations of water to be successful. 

In conclusion, comparing reactive and classical simulations we found that the ReaxFF 

parameterisation can be helpful at predicting structure and dynamics of pure fluids, but the 

agreement with both classical simulations and experiments depends strongly on the fluid 

considered and on the thermodynamics conditions simulated. It is encouraging that the 

‘aqueous’ ReaxFF parameterization yields results in excellent agreement with those predicted 

using some of the most widely implemented models for bulk water. 
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